We give a short and independent proof of the Carey- 
This is a real-valued function defined in the polydisk D = {X, p £ C: \X\ < 1 , |p| < 1} and direct differentiation by the chain rule shows that k(X, p) is harmonic in X and p separately. Further properties of k can be obtained by relating it to the Krein spectral shift function, as this is done in [3] . Thus one finds \k(X, p)\ < n, when Range[i7, V] = n < oc and k £ H (D) when [U, V] £ Ll(H). In these cases k admits a representation by a double Poisson integral (see (7) below) and by differentiating this representation we come to the desired trace formula. At that, the principal function f(t,s) in (1) is determined by the boundary values of k .
In order to illustrate this method we consider the case when Range[t/, V]= 1 which is very simple and can be treated directly. Although simple, this case is the most important one, (see [8, 9, 14, 16, 17, 20, 21] ), has a rich theory, and provides a good insight in the nature of f(t,s).
Proof of the theorem. It is easy to check that where X = re' , p = pe"f', and P(6 -t) =-¡¡-= Re < -r.-> r l+r2-2rcos(6-t) \e" -X j is the Poisson kernel for the unit disk (see [2, 13, 18] ). This formula is interesting by itself. Combined with (4) it provides a "real part" version for unitary operators of the exponential formula considered, for instance, in [8] and [17] .
We proceed further by applying the differential operator d /dXdp to both sides of (7) written in the form trlog(^^L/;V;I) = ¿//Re|^JRe|^}^,e'Ví( integration everywhere will be for /, je[0, 2n] as in (7)). This gives (9) tr[C/(l -XU)'1, Vd-pV)^] = ¿// {f_x)2 {/^)2k(e",e")dtds.
Expanding both sides in powers of X and p and comparing coefficients, one finds that for all nonnegative integers n , m :
;iO)
. (1) with f(t,s) = k(e-",e~is) (see [5, 7, 12, 14, 19] ).
If e" £ o(U), then the operator (1 -e~"U)~[ is bounded and when X -» e~" and p stays fixed, (2) implies [Ux, V ] -> 0 and hence k(X, p) -> 0. The same is true when we interchange U and V, e" and els, X and p . Therefore f(t,s) = k(e~",e~'s) = 0 when eu $ a(U) or eis i a(V) according to (6) .
The proof is completed.
Some notes, (a) The operator W. = UXV Uxl V~~l, |A|, \p\ < 1, being unitary, has the representation wXli= rei6dEXll(e) = txp(iAXtl), and we get (1) with 0< f <n. Also, for X = p = 0 we find from (8) 5trlog(í/Ktf*K*)= ÍÍ f(t,s)dtds. Obviously this does not depend on X, so that d k(X, p)/dXdX = 0. By symmetry, d2k(X, p)/dpdp = 0, too.
